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Do you want to clean invert and the associated effluent in a 
quick, efficient, and cost effective way? The combination of 
Zen Earth Invert Remediation Fluid and “Oil-Out” Oil & Grease 
Remover provide a powerful combination that gets the job 
done. 

“Invert” is a drilling fluid that leaves a hazardous residue 
behind after well drilling operations. To address and mitigate 
this hazard, two Canadian companies combined their 
expertise and complementary products to create a 
revolutionary solution. The intention was to treat soil and 
surrounding equipment that are covered with this hazardous 
invert and effluent and return the area to its original 
conditions.  Zen Earth Invert Remediation Cleaner and “OIL-
OUT” Oil & Grease Remover are biobased solutions that meet 
the standards of readily biodegradable.

hey are both safe for operators and the community, and are 
more affordable than toxic chemicals used today. The 
application of our solution is also a cost saving measure as 
we do not require the destructive digging and depositing of 
hazardous materials in expensive landfills. These 
environmentally wasteful legacy procedures come with 
incredible cost of “digging and dumping” hazardous 
materials to a central location but the initial problem still 
exists. The solution is to address the problem of 
contamination where it occurs in the environment and 
resolve the pollution and contaminants “in-situ” so you avoid 
the costly process of relocating the same problem where it's 
simply addressed in a different location.  

The Safety Association for Canada’s Upstream Oil and Gas 
Industry defines invert as an oil based drilling fluid that is a 
complex mixture of hydrocarbons (base oil), water and 
additives. It it used to reduce drill times and wellbore 
problems. However, it comes with a significant health and 
safety warnings. It can be the cause of flash fires, and there 
are numerous personal safety and health issues related to 
exposure to invert. 

Learn more about controlling invert exposure here.

Invert exposure can lead to a variety of acute health effects

rashes, and dermatitis, headaches, and nausea. Prolonged 
exposure increases the risk of pneumonia, lung cancer, liver 
damage, blood disorders, and bone cancer. 

There are several technologies out there such as THOR 
(Thermal Oil Recovery), thermal desorption, mud tank 
cleaning, shakers, sprayer, centrifuge and dryers that are all 
affected by the processing of invert. Many waste 
management companies look to extract the saleable oil from 
the invert and dispose of the waste through similar 
processes such as landfill dumping.  What is remaining from 
the “separation process” is slightly contaminated sand or soil 
which is transported to landfill along with contaminated 
waste water. The waste water is typically diluted to a 
standard acceptable for dumping or other effluent 
techniques are applied to attempt to remove impurities. All 
very complicated, energy intensive, and always producing 
more waste attempting to clean the initial invert waste. 

So what can be done about invert? Technology innovation is 
developing many types of oil and gas “mud systems” to 
reduce the Environmental Health and Safety impact at the 
operational field level. However, there are still legacy 
processes and mountains of landfills that have been built up 
with invert contaminated soil and water from decades of 
drilling, all of which need to be dealt with. 

Zen Earth (manufacturers of Invert Remediation Cleaner) and 
Dirty Dirt Services (manufacturers of Oil Out) have partnered 
together to combine the companies technology to address 
the requirement of cleaning invert faster, more effective, at a 
less cost, and producing zero by products.
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What is Zen Earth Invert Remediation Cleaner?
Zen Earth Invert Cuttings Remediation Fluid is ideal for use at all drilling locations where cuttings must be secured and 
disposed of as hazardous goods. Biodegradable and made with domestically sourced renewable plant based materials, Zen 
Earth Invert Cuttings Remediation Fluid is an extremely effective cleaner that remediates many forms of invert cuttings. Where 
significant amounts of hydrocarbons are entrained in cuttings, the Zen Earth formula breaks long chain molecules making rapid 
separation and hydrocarbon recovery easy to enact.This process renders the now remaining short chain hydrocarbons easily 
digestible to resident bacteria. The effluent and hydrocarbons will degrade 98.98% within 28 days, removing the need to 
collect and dispose of runoff or rinse water.

Brochure, TDS, SDS

What is Dirty Dirt "Oil-Out"?
OIL-OUT™ contains naturally occurring, non-pathogenic, waste-degrading, microorganisms that can eliminate a wide range of 
organic waste (e.g., hydrocarbons, fats, oils and grease). The non-pathogenic waste degrading strains of microorganisms cause 
the elimination of hydrocarbons through biological conversion. 

Features:

• Non-toxic, non-flammable biodegradable cleaner
• Cleans many surface types of oil spills and stains
• Contains no petroleum distillates or solvents
• A safe alternative to harsh caustic or acidic cleaners
• Non-corrosive, non-irritating formula (Safe for users

and environment)
• Enhances biodegradation above & below ground

surface when used as directed
• Often, no removal or replacement of contaminated

material is necessary

Benefits:

• Predictable results
• Lower long-term costs
• Safe to use
• Easy disposal
• Less maintenance
• Long shelf life
• All natural, environmentally safe
• OIL-OUT™ continues to work for days

Oil Out SDS

Pilot Scale Tests

Dirty Dirt Services and Zen Earth knew that as individuals the products worked well to accomplish a hydrocarbon remediation 
requirement even from a conventional approach. Zen Earth Invert Remediation products cleans the soil breaking the long chain 
hydrocarbons enabling the hydrocarbon processing bacteria to have more “seats at the table” and process the hydrocarbon 
faster. The Oil-Out product augments the processing of hydrocarbons by providing more bacteria and a healthy environment in 
which to process the breakdown of hydrocarbons. However for Zen the risk to any remediation job is insufficient amounts of 
natural bacteria or the soil isn’t healthy enough to maintain the environment supporting the action of the Zen Earth Invert 
Remediation fluid,  or the cold weather kills or slows the bacteria processing activity. The way we mitigate that is by monitoring 
for a longer period of time, use a higher dilution to ensure there are more “seats at the table”, and add a bacteria nutrient along 
with a process of oxygenating the soil. When Dirty Dirt Services employ their Oil-Out product they calculate a number of 
different ways to introduce their bacteria and may use kinetics, nutrient packages, or fluid movement to generate the release of 
hydrocarbons providing more area for the introduced bacteria to act upon.

Remediation can be broken down into 3 simple steps:

1. Bio-Availability

2. Introduction of Micro-Organisms and

3. Introduction of Oxygen

https://zenearthcorp.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/410000007S3N/a/41000000LDox/cypByo.PvePfQO.7HhvefWi.pEDwnI7Z3TzOyMMtyoY
https://zenearthcorp.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/410000007S3N/a/41000000PCmw/HXHqHqYueblZKJx3jh_KbTEsZW7CHSllk6DDKXRWQxg
https://zenearthcorp.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/410000007S3N/a/41000000PCn1/4DibxFA4tGlkCp4CaJ5_WFIthw3RehY9jMzKkD1h_bE
http://oil-out.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/OIL-MSDS-OIL-OUT-Version.pdf
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Procedure

Oil-Out put together a small scale invert cleaning system for a mutual client and the results surprised all parties. 

The process undertaken was:

This trial was to test the compatibility and efficiency between the Oil-Out Concentrate and the Zen Earth Invert Cuttings 
Remediation fluid. We took fresh Frac sand and mixed with some untreated oil from a well head located in the Boundary Lake, 
BC area.

Zen Earth Invert Remediation product is a power house at making the hydrocarbon available for processing. Oil-Out devours the 
hydrocarbons by introducing massive amounts of good bacteria.. Combining these technologies, the results have been 
“explosive”. Not only was the invert contaminated sand cleaned within minutes, the resulting effluent from the remediation 
activities was below environmental standards in less than 3 days.

The Three Requirements for Efficient Biodegradation: 

Before After
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Product Mixture
• 250ml Zen Invert product
• 500ml Oil-Out product
• 10 liters of Fresh Water
• Mixture was circulated for 5 mins to agitate prior to trial

Contamination Mix
• 4 liters of virgin Frac sand
• 2 liters of untreated wellhead emulsion (BS&W at 0.2%)

Control Sample (*Initial Contamination) was taken of the Contamination Mix to show beginning hydrocarbon levels

1. Contamination Mix was placed in the prototype model that simulates a proposed in field process.
2. Product Mixture was pumped into the bottom of the prototype to flush hydrocarbons up through the model and into a

separate containment (SLOP) *SLOP is aerated and treated separately.
3. Once bulk of visible contamination was flushed out of sand, the outlet was switched from SLOP to the Recycle Tank.
4. Once the Recycle Tank was at a sufficient level, the pump intake was switched from the tank of Product Mixture to the

Recycle Tank creating a circulation effect.
5. Fluid was then circulated for 15 mins through the sand.
6. Slurry of Fluid and Sand is drained from prototype onto a screen.
7. Sample taken of Sand (*Flushed Sand).
8. Sample taken of Fluid from Recycle Tank (*Initial Flush Water).
9. Fluid is aerated continuously throughout trial period.
10.At 24 hrs, another round of samples were taken from both Sand and Fluid (*Flushed Sand 24hrs & *Flush Water 24hrs).
11. At 72 hrs, another round of samples were taken from both Sand and Fluid (*Flushed Sand 72hrs & *Flush Water 72hrs).
12.Sand was deemed clean, and Fluid was reused for another trial.

*-  Indicates the name of sample that is in the lab results 

Results
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Conclusion

Conclusion
We know that not all contamination or soil cleaning processes would require both technologies. However, if the problem we 
are attempting to resolve needs to have clean soil as a result, needs to be accomplished quickly, using as little water as 
possible, and insure there is no contamination by the products being used or residual by-products the Zen-Oil Out 
combination is the solution. Contact Will at will@oil-out.com or Zen Earth at sales@zenearthcorp.com for more information. 




